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DURANGO - While EPA crews began digging a treatment pond at the blown-out Gold King Mine 60 miles to 
the north, Durango residents whose ... 

It appears that states looking to fight the sweeping new regulations imposed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the Obama administration ... 

Her original complaint to the EPA's Office of Civil Rights, in 2002, seemed like a lifetime ago. Back then, she 
was research director for a group called ... 

EPA this week released a proposed rule that would apply stricter standards to certified applicators of restricted
use pesticides and to require all people ... 
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According to a letter sent by Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich and 15 other state AGs to the 
Environmental Protection Agency, the federal ... 

"You know who put these EPA regulations in place? Who are these EPA regulators. They are nameless, 
faceless bureaucrats who have decided they ... 

Beyond a revolving door between environmental advocacy and senior EPA staff positions, there is ample 
evidence of close collaboration between ... 

Speaking at a conference in Michigan, Chris Grundler, director of the EPA's Office of Transportation and Air 
Quality, said that no decision has been ... 

One detail, known as Section 111 (d), requires states to participate by designing their own programs for 
complying with EPA guidelines. 

Attorney General Mark Brnovich has requested a stay against the federal government, attempting to prevent 
the Environmental Protection Agency from ... 
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On August 3, 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released two landmark final rules 
entitled "Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines ... 

Not because of the Environmental Protection Agency, but the market. As recently as 2012, Michael 
Liebreich, chairman and founder of Bloomberg ... 

Why the EPA must move forward with biofuels. Published in The Charlotte Observer. As a former NASCAR 
driver and current team owner, I know a ... 
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